
Big Time
Jehan Cremsdorff, a German-born craftsman working in Paris, made this gold, 

enamel, and diamond-set watch around 1650. Though certainly an elegant 

timepiece, it is, perhaps more importantly, an exceedingly rare master class in 

enamelwork, showcasing a range of techniques such as champlevé, en relief, 

and peinture en camaieu. 

The back of the watch’s case features an asymmetric pattern of diamond-

studded black and white flowers in high relief. They are rendered in a technique 

of painting in enamel on enamel ground that is referred to as Blois-style, as 

it is thought to have been developed in 1630 by Jean Tautain, a goldsmith 

working near Blois, France. The watch’s interior grisaille figures, depicting 

Faith as a mother of three in the inside cover and Temperance on the face, 

may have been copied from a 1636 set of engravings by Abraham Boss titled 

The Cardinal Virtues. 

There are only five entirely enameled pieces known today that feature this 

distinctive shade of turquoise blue, and the watch is made rarer by its pristine 

condition and the survival and inclusion of its matching crank key. In fact, the 

watch is so special that when it last came on the block—at Christie’s Geneva 

in May 1986—it set the then record price for any pocket watch at auction, 

achieving just over $1 million (1,870,000 Swiss francs). It has remained with 

its 1986 buyer ever since.  

The watch returns to auction on July 3 as a standout of Christie’s London 

Treasures sale, bearing an estimate of £700,000–1 million ($900,000–1.2 mil-

lion). It is in good company—one in the number of Christie’s “Masterworks 

of Time” collection, a cache of more than 800 pieces amassed by a single 

collector over the course of some five decades. Examples from the collec-

tion will be sold at the Treasures sale and a series of four dedicated auctions. 
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Photo Finished
Peter Olson is a Philadelphia-based photographer and ceramicist who makes pieces 

using an innovative hybrid process. He transfers ink from photographic prints onto 

the surface of a wheel-thrown pot, and when the clay is fired in the kiln, the iron 

oxide in the ink leaves a permanent image behind, baked in.  

Olson’s works generally follow forms from Classical and pre-modern European 

art history, and his pursuit of ceramics as an art medium grew out of visits he made 

to various museums. The photographs he imprints on his ceramics are all taken 

by him—“There’s nothing on them that hasn’t gone through my camera,” he says. 

The piece shown here, number 8 in a series titled “Relics of Times Square,” is a 

contemporary take on the traditional Catholic concept of the reliquary. Instead of 

sacred remains, it preserves the likenesses of passersby who caught Olson’s eye in 

midtown Manhattan and whom he photographed. The Gothic architectural elements 

in which the figures are placed are from an altarpiece Olson photographed in the 

Art Institute of Chicago. The heads that ring the rims at the top of the vessel are 

photographs of ancient Greek and Roman and Neoclassical sculptures that Olson 

made at the Metropolitan Museum in New York and the British Museum in London. 

The photo-illustrations wrap all the way around the ceramics, covering the entire 

surface (including the interiors), so that the imagery cannot all be appreciated at 

once. For this reason Olson calls his pieces “cylindrical worlds.” The “Relics of Times 

Square,” as well as selected other works by the artist, can be obtained from Gerald 

Peters Gallery in Santa Fe, N.M.


